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In 1994 [9], the following cryptographic
application of Lucas function an analogue to
EIGamal cryptosystem was proposed.
LUCELG Cryptosystem
A message m is an integer satisfYing
IS; m s; p -I. To encrypt a message, Alice needs
to choose a secret number k, which is an integer
satisfYing 1,; k ,; p - I , calculates
perform in Cramer-Shoup and show sub
exponentiation instead ofexponentiation.
The receiver chooses a prime p and the initial
values P, and Q ~ 1 which are publicized,
chosen such that P' - 4Q mod p is a quadratic
non-residue, and such that ~1'~l)iI(P,Q) ¢' 2mod p,
for all t> I dividing (p + I). Let us say Alice
sends a message to Bob, so Bob (receiver) must
choose the private key x, and publish the public
key y"V,(P,Q)modp.
0" V,(y,Q)modp, e, "V,(P,Q)modp
and e," Om mod p . The encrypted message is
the pair (el' e2 ) •
To decrypt the message, Bob needs to compute
VJej,Q) " V,eVk(p,Q),Qk) " VkJP,Q) " Omodp
and the inverse 'of O. Then Bob can find the
message m, because m ='=' e2C-
1 mod p .
It is very important that Q is chosen so that
Q " Imod p; the recipient needs to know
Qk mod p for the secret value k in order to
compute V" (P, Q) from V, (P, Q) using
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Introduction
LUCELG and Cramer-Shoup are examples of
public key cryptosystem. LUCELG uses a
special group based on the Lucas function, also
known as second order linear recurrence relation
but the first practical Lucas function in a
cryptosystem is LUC. Cramer-Shoup is a
practical public key cryptosystem provably
secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack
that requires a universal one-way hash function.
Based on LUCELG and Cramer-Shoup
cryptosystems, analogous systems based on
Lucas function and its extension are proposed
and analyzed.
In EIGamal cryptosystem [3] proposed by Taher
Elgamal, the security relies on the difficulty of
computing discrete logarithms. Based on the
same difficult mathematical functions as
EIGamal, LUCELG uses the calculation of Lucas
functions instead of discrete logarithms. The
extended Lucas function is used to construct a
cubic analogue of the RSA [8].
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We extend the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem to
the second and the third order analogues by
"'''''''''~ \\\e key generation, encryption and
decryption processes. We will see how the
extended Lucas function and its extension
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Some Analogue of Cramer-Shoup
In 1998, Ronald Cramer and Victor Shoup
extended EIGamal scheme and developed
Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem [1]. In Cramer-
Shoup, they introduced a random element into
the encryption process, such that a given
plaintext will produce a different ciphertext on
subsequent runs on the system. The consequence
is that, unlike EIGamal, Cramer-Shoup is not
susceptible to adaptive chosen ciphertext attack.



